Target Engagement and Binding Mode of an Antituberculosis Drug to Its Bacterial Target Deciphered in Whole Living Cells by NMR.
Detailed information on hit-target interaction is very valuable for drug discovery efforts and indispensable for rational hit to lead optimization. We developed a new approach combining NMR in whole-cells in-cell NMR) and docking to characterize hit-target interaction at the atomic level. By using in-cell NMR, we validated target engagement of the antituberculosis imidazopyridine amide (IPA) series with the subunit b of the cytochrome bc1:aa3, the major respiratory terminal oxidase in mycobacteria. The most advanced IPA called Q203 is currently in clinical trial. Using its derivative IPA317, we identified the atoms of the drug interacting with the cytochrome b in whole cells. NMR data and the self-organizing map algorithm were used to cluster a large set of drug-target complex models. The selected ensemble revealed IPA317 in a transient cavity of the cytochrome b, interacting directly with the residue T313, which is the site of spontaneous mutation conferring resistance to the IPA series. Our approach constitutes a pipeline to obtain atomic information on hit-target interactions in the cellular context.